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Chapter I

BACKGROUND

Arnold Schoenberg viewed himself as an extension

of the German Romantic tradition. He listed his teachers as

being "primarily Bach and Mozart, and secondarily Beethoven,

Brahms, and Wagner." 1 In Schoenberg's early tonal works,

the most obvious influences stem from Brahms and Wagner,

despite their traditional portrayal as leaders of opposing

camps. Schoenberg's early unpublished songs prove his in-

debtedness to nineteenth century music, but yet they also

show a great deal that is strictly Schoenbergian. This

paper will investigate the musical elements that Schoenberg

assimilated from tradition as well as those elements that

may be associated with his later works. It will show how

these elements are manifested in seven early songs from the

Schoenberg-Nachod collection. 2

1. Arnold Schoenberg, "National Music (2), tyl~eand Idea,
ed. Leonard Stein, trans. Leo Black (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1975), 173.

2. For more details on this collection, see "The History of
the Arnold Schoenberg-Hans Nachod Collection" in
Appendix A of this paper. Also, the reader is encouraged
to consult the scores of the seven songs which appear in
Appendix B.
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Schenberg'L! fle~thpriencsinkMuic

Arnold Schoenberg was born on September 13, 1874

in the second district of Vienna. His father, Samuel

Schoenberg, was a member of an amateur choir, and his

mother, Pauline Schoenberg (ne Nachod), had come from

Prague, where the male members of her family had been cantors

for many generations in Prague's main synagogue, the 
fltnju-

Sje. In an article from The Listener (1952), Schoen-

berg's cousin, Hans Nachod, expressed the opinion that "if

his musical gifts came from the Nachod family, I am certain

that his genius was inherited from his father; his father

was a dreamer and a thinker and a kind of anarchistic

idealist."3

Because of their modest conditions, the Schoen-

bergs never had a piano, but young Arnold "began studying

violin at the age of eight and almost immediately started

composing."4 He describes these compositions:

As a child of less than nine years, I had started

composing little, and later larger pieces for two
violins in imitation of such music as I used to

play with my teacher or with a cousin of mine.

3. quoted by Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, Anold Schoenberg,

His Life World andWork, trans. Humphrey Searle (New

To"k~~~ Schimer~Books, 1978), 31.

4. Arnold Schoenberg, "My Evolution," MusicalQuarterly
,XXXVIII/. (Oct. 1952), 517.
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When I could play violin duets of Viotti, Pleyeland others, I imitated their style. Thus I pro-gressed in composin in the same measure I pro-
gressed in playing.5

Several of these violin duets have survived as part of the

Nachod collection; they are his earliest surviving compo-

sitions.

Schoenberg's education in the public schools of

Vienna's second district was, at best, mediocre. For years,

his violin lessons were the only musical training that he
received. Following his father's death in 1890, he left

school to help support his family, taking a job as a bank-
clerk. His compositions up to this time were nothing more

than imitations of the violin duets he played at his lessons

or the military music he heard from bands in public parks.

However, the next few years were to be a time of great

growth, learning and development for young Schoenberg; he

explains that "only after I had met three young men of about

my own age and had won their friendship did my musical and

literary education start." 6

The first friend was Oskar Adler, whom Schoenberg
had met in school* Adler was a violinist and Schoenberg

S. Arnold Schoenberg,"Introduction to My Four Quartets,"program notes for performances by the Juilliard Quartet atTimes Hall, New York, Jan.-Feb. 1950. Quoted in its en-tirety in Philip Friedheim, "Tonality and Structure inthe Early Works of Schoenberg" (unpublished Ph.D. disser-tation, New York University, 1963), 59-60.

6. Schoenberg, "My Evolution," 517.
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bought a cello so that they could play Mozart and Beethoven
string quartets with their schoolmates. Adler taught

Schoenberg elementary harmony and instructed him in ear
training. This early experience with chamber music left an

indelible mark on Schoenberg's compositional style, according

to his first biographer, Egon Wellesz:

It is interesting to observe how this youthfullove of chamber-music became the guiding principlefor all that he wrote. . . . He seeks to give eachvoice its own melodic outline, and he is able to
express himself best whenever he can build on thepolyphony of the string quartet.7

Independence of individual lines was to become an important

characteristic of all Schoenberg's published music.

The second friend was David Joseph Bach, whom
Schoenberg met during a summer holiday in 1893; at this time
Schoenberg wrote his first song, "In hellen Triumen hab' ich
Dich oft gesohaut." This song, like all Schoenberg's compo-
sitions of this period, clearly shows the influence of
Brahms. This fact prompted Bach to believe that "young

Schoenberg descended from Brahms," although the compositions

of this period also show a great deal that is unmistakably

Schoenbergian.8

7. Egon Wellesz, Arnold Schoenberg: The formative Years,rev. ed., trans* W. H. Kerridge (LonHdonF GsJliard Ltdo.1971), I.,

8. David Joseph Bach, "A Note on Arnold Schoenberg," Musical
Quarterly XXII/l (1936), 8.
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The third friend was, as Schoenberg put it, "the
one to whom I owe most of my knowledge of the techniques and

problems of composing: Alexander von Zemlinsky."9 Schoen-
berg's relationship with Zemlinsky had a considerable impact

on his development. Zemlinsky tutored him in matters of

music theory and the compositional process. As a committee
member of the Wiener Tonidinstier Verein, Zemlinsky helped

arrange for the first performance of Schoenberg's early

String Quartet in D; it was composed in October 1897 and

premiered on March 17, 1898 at one of the Verein's concerts.

Like all Schoenberg's compositions up to this time, the

String Quartet in D exposed him as an ardent recruit of

Brahms's camp. However, with Zemlinsky's guidance, Schoen-

berg's musical horizons soon broadened, incorporating

elements from other composers, especially Wagner. Schoen-

berg describes this change:

I had been a "Brahmsian" when I met Zemlinsky.His love embraced both Brahms and Wagner and soonthereafter I became an equally confirmed addict.
No wonder that the music I composed at that timemirrored the influence of both these masters, towhich a flavor of Liszt, Bruckner, and perhaps
also Hugo Wolf was added. This is why in myVerklarte Nacht the thematic construction is basedon Wagnerian "model and sequence" above a roving
harmony on the one hand, and on Brahms's technique
of developing variation--as I call it--on the
other.10

9. Schoenberg, "My Evolution," 518.

10. Ibid.
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Composed in the summer of 1899, Verklkite Nacht is Schoen-

berg's first major composition and is proof of the tre-

mendous musical growth he experienced in the 1890's.

Many of the characteristics of Schoenberg's style

appear in Verklrte Nacht, as well as characteristics he

inherited from Brahms and Wagner. The most externally

obvious feature of Verkl&rte Nacht is its Wagnerian sound;

the sonority of Wagner's chord structures, derived through

alteration and enharmonic change, is unmistakable as are the

broad intervals of the sequential melody. Based on an

explicit program, Verklarte Nacht qualifies as a dramatic

work. The music runs so tightly parallel to the poem it

follows that it is almost like a music-drama in miniature.

The Brahmsian influences of Verklrte Nacht become

apparent only after a close inspection. The odd lengths of

phrases may be attributed to Brahms. More important, how-

ever, is the motivic treatment of the themes and the manner

in which the themes are interrelated to create an underlying

musical unity. Themes are created by reworking two or three

short motives and the themes often bear structural resem-

blances.

Notwithstanding its conspicuous borrowings,

Verkl&rtefNacht is actually a rather original work, if for

no reason other than its manner of adapting and combining

characteristics of the antipodes, Wagner and Brahms. As

Schoenberg said, the thematic construction of Verklirte
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Nacht is based on Wagner's "model and sequence" as well as

Brahms's "developing variation." Schoenberg seems to have

effected a careful balance between the literal idea of

sequence and the paraphrasing idea of variation.

Developing Variation

Developing variation is a compositional process

that Schoenberg often mentions in his theoretical writings.

He generally associates it with Brahms and contrasts it with

the sequential methods of Wagner and others as in the

following excerpts

While . . . Johannes Brahms repeated phrases,
motives and other structural ingredients of themes
only in varied forms, if possible in the form of
what I call developing variation, Wagner, in order
to make his themes suitable for memorability, had
to use sequences and semi-sequences, that is
unvaried or slightly varied repetitions differing
in nothing essential from first appearances,
except that they are exactly transposed to other
degreesoll

Schoenberg is referring to the method Wagner employs in his

music-dramas, in which characters, situations, or ideas are

represented by musical motives; Wagner used the term

Grundthema, but such a motive has become known as a

Leitmotiv. Wagner's operas are tailored to fit the dramatic

II. Arnold Schoenberg, "Criteria for the Evaluation of
Music," Style and Idea, ed. Leonard Stein, trans. Leo
Black (New York: S Martin's Press, 1975), 129.
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action and the poetic imagery of their librettos. However,

this practice does not leave enough time for the motives to

develop, and as a result, they are treated to a few repe-

titious sequences before the action or imagery summons a

different motive. Whereas the Leitmotiv technique could not

function in development-oriented forms such as the sonata or

symphony, it does serve as a tremendous unifying force for

the thematic materials of an opera. For this reason,

Schoenberg praised Wagner's organizational foresight, as

shown in the Leitmotiv technique of his operas, even though

extensive use of sequence is made, while, in contrast, he

deplored the inappropriate use of sequence in Tchaichovsky's

symphonies where developmental techniques should have been

employed.

Early in his musical career, Schoenberg associated

himself with Brahms and his school. He perceived their

attitude to be: "unvaried repetition is cheap."1 2 Schoen-

berg came to believe that the sequence had been misused as

a method of extension, so in the compositions following his

Pelleas and Melisgnde (1903), he began to condense his ideas

and rely more heavily on an almost continual development to

achieve the length necessary for comprehensibility. He felt

that there was an esthetic inferiority inherent in unvaried

repetition and that it was an easy method of composing

whereas "variation requires a new and special efforttl3

12. Ibid*., 131-0 13. otb -. ,129.
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By "developing variation," Schoenberg refers prin-

cipally to Brahms's method of composing melodic lines. In

his article "Brahms the Progressive," Schoenberg helps to

explain this method with a structural analysis of the main

theme from the second movement of Brahms's String Quartet

in A minor (see Example 1).14 Schoenberg explains his

analysis in the following excerpt from that article,

As the analysis unveils, the A major Andante
contains exclusively motive forms which can be
explained as derivatives of the interval of a second,
marked by brackets a:
b is then the inversion upward of a;
aisa + b;
A is part of s;
e is b + b, descending seconds, comprising a fourth;

is the interval of a fourth, abstracted from
in inversion.

The first phrase--c--thus consists of a plus b.
It also contains d (see bracket below), which also
functions as a connective between the first and
the second phrase (at 4*).

The second phrase consists of e and d; with
the exception of its upbeat (the eighth note e)
and the two notes c# and b, it presents itself as
a transposition of the first phrase (see . . . I),
one step higher. It also furnishes the interval of
a fourth, t.

The third phrase contains e twice, the second
time transposed one step higher.

The fourth phrase is distinctly a transformed
transposition of c.

The fifth phrase, though it looks like a
variant of the preceding phrase, merely contains e,
connected with the preceding by f.

14. Arnold Schoenberg, "Brahms the Progressive," Style and
Idea (New York: St. Martin's, 1975), 430.



Example 1.
second
Arnold

Johannes Brahms, String Quartet in A minor,
movement, main theme. Structural analysis by
Schoenberg.

Sc'A
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The sixth phrase, consisting of e, , and b,
contains a chromatic connective b#, which could
be considered as the second note of a form of a.
This b# is the only note in te whole theme whose
derivation can be contested.

Schoenberg attributes the construction of this theme to a

motive that has pitch, but no rhythm. He chose to analyze

this theme because of its "motival elaboration and internal

organization 6 Since the motive has no rhythm and uses

the second, an interval common to most themes, it is not

recognizable as a motive on the surface of the music.

Schoenberg viewed the motive as being defined by the shape

its intervals produce, a shape that provides a common unit

within which variation and elaboration may take place.

A similar analysis using a different interval is

applied to the main theme from the Allegro of Brahms's

Fourth Symphony. The following example illustrates Brahms's

use of the interval of a third as a structural unit; the

meter, though incorrect, is reproduced as it appears in

Schoenberg's article, "Brahms the Progressive. 1 7

Example 2. Brahms, Symphony No. h, 1st movement, main theme.

desceu~4ace*uird

16. Ibid , 43. 115. 1 bI d.*,--431. 17. bid. Ao6.
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The recurrence of this sequence of thirds in other movements

of the symphony, namely the last, is noted by Schoaenberg.

Schoenberg viewed developing variation as being a

method through which themes are generated by the pervasive

variation of a single motive. The rhythmic values of this

motive may be freely altered, but the general shape is main-

tained, Of course, this shape may be of use in more than

one theme and it may govern other aspects of construction

such as the shape of the harmonic scheme. In this way, de-

veloping variation serves as an internal force of unification.

RelationshiLptoathe Txt

In his essay, "The Relationship to the Text"

(1912),18 Schoenberg discusses his belief that music should

be understood, or at least received, in its own abstract

terms and that imagery is unnecessary to the understanding

of a musical work if it is approached from this viewpoint.

His attitude in this essay is rather striking when it is

considered that in the preceding decade, he was composing

works that closely followed explicit literary programs.

Even so, the music of Verklarte Nacht and Felleas-And

Melisande is more than substantial enough to sustain and

satisfy the listener without any knowledge of their pro-

grams. The action and imagery of these programs may have

18. Schoenberg, "The Relationship to the Text," Style andIdea (New York: St. Martin's, 1975), lhl-45
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played a major role in the act of inspired composition, but

they are not necessary for the understanding of the music.

Concerning the understanding of texted compo-

sitions, Schoenberg has the following experience to relate.

A few years ago I was deeply ashamed when I
discovered in several Schubert songs, well-known
to me, that I had absolutely no idea what was
going on in the poems on which they were based.
But when I had read the poems it became clear to
me that I had gained absolutely nothing for the
understanding of the songs thereby, since the
poems did not make it necessary for me to change
my conception of the musical interpretation in the
slightest degree. On the contrary, it appeared
that, without knowing the poem, I had grasped the
content, the real content, perhaps even more pro-
foundly than if I had clung to th surface of the
mere thoughts expressed in words.19

Obviously, Schoenberg was not concerned with the idea of

word-tone fusion, an idea which led Schubert to set

poetry in such a way that the thoughts and images of the

poet would not be dominated by the music of the composer.

To Schoenberg, knowing the song meant knowing the music

divorced from the images of its text. Despite this as-

sertion, it is possible that if the imagery of the poetry

was truly mirrored in Schubert's music and Schoenberg knew

the music, then he also knew the poetry, but in a diluted

and indirect way, of course.

19. _Ibid.,1144.
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It is important to recall that a significant

portion of Schoenberg's early unpublished works were Lieder

in the German Romantic tradition, based on Schubert, Schu-

mann and Brahms as models. His catalog of published works

also includes a large number of songs, although these are of

a different style, being composed in Post-Romantic or Twen-

tieth Century idioms. In "The Relationship to the Text,"

he divulges his method of song composition.

. . . inspired by the sound of the first words of
the text, I had composed many of my songs straight
through to the end without troubling myself in the
slightest about the continuation of the poetic
events, without even grasping them in the ecstacy
of composing, and that only days later I thought
of looking back to see just what was the real
poetic content of my song. It then turned out, to
my greatest astonishment, that I had never done
greater justice to the poet than when, guided by
my first direct contact with the sound of the
beginning, I divined everything that obviously2gad
to follow this first sound with inevitability.

Schoenberg's method of song composition stands in pronounced

contrast to that of Schumann, who insisted that the composer

should study and recite the poem until a thorough under-

standing of its meanings, imagery and form is attained. Of

course, Schoenberg did not have a firm literary background

as did Schumann. Since Schoenberg's appreciation of poetry

was almost completely self-taught, it is questionable as to

whether or not he was capable of fully understanding the

20. Ibid.
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technical intricacies or the multiple meanings of the poems
he set; his ability to discern bad verse from good is also
questionable.

In Schoenberg's songs (published and unpublished),

there is generally an adequate balance between the vocal
line and the piano accompaniment, but often there is an

inadequate balance between the music and the text. The ab-
stract emotion of the music tends to dominate the conceptual
emotion of the text. In this respect, Schoenberg and Brahms
are very similar. Brahms was less concerned with word-tone
fusion than his predecessor, Schumann, or his contemporary,
Hugo Wolf. In Brahms's songs, the attention of the listener
is irresistably drawn to the development of the music which,
of course, distracts from the meaning of the text. The same
is true of Schoenberg's songs.



Chapter II

TREATMENT OF THE TEXT

The analysis in this chapter concerns the various

relationships that exist between the text and music in the

seven songs from the Nachod collection. These songs repre-

sent an unbiased sampling of Schoenberg's early unpublished

songs, but general references also occasionally will be

made to all his early songs as a whole.21 No attempt will

be made simplemindedly to explain a song by its text.

Instead, an investigation will be conducted to determine how

the form, meter, rhythm and imagery of the poems are treated

in the music of these seven songs.

Text Selection

In general, Schoenberg selected works of lesser

poets for his early songs. Notable exceptions to this rule

are the three songs on poems by Richard Dehmel and the two

songs on poems by Paul Heyse, all of which were composed in

the same period as Schoenberg's Songs, Op. 1 (1897-98),

21. For a discussion and a list of all Schoenberg's early
songs, see Leonard Stein, "Toward a Chronology of
Schoenberg's Early Unpublished Songs," Journal of the
Arnold Schoenberg Institute II/1 (Oct. TT197 72-
Also note the corrections to this chronology in
"Correspondence," JTournal of the Arnold Schoenber
Institute III/1 (Mar. 1979 , 11 -119.

16
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Of the thirty-three extant early songs, eleven are on poems

of Ludwig Pfau while the other texts are by such poets as

Wilhelm Wackernagel, Oskar von Redwitz, Martin Greif and

others. Verses by each of these poets are set in the songs

from the Nachod collection. These songs were composed about

1895.

The poems set in the songs of the Nachod col-

lection involve themes on love and nature. In the light and

comical "Mein Schatz ist wie ein Schneek" (Pfau), a frus-

trated maiden compares her shy boyfriend to a snail that

withdraws into its shell. Contrasted to this are the highly

emotional statements of shattered love in "Nur das tut mir

so bitterweh'" (Redwitz) and "Das zerbrochene Kriiglein"

(Greif). Two of the poems have flowers as subjects; "Juble

schone junge Rose" (author unknown) portrays the rose and

the rosebud as being sisters of equal beauty, and "Nacht-

blumen" (Pfau) depicts the loneliness of a flower that only

blooms at night. Objects in nature are also compared to

human attributes; the behavior of a wasp is linked to human

nature in "Dass gestern eine Wespe" (author unknown) and the

image of a weeping willow is used to portray the perse-

verance of a grieving person in "Die Trauerweide" (Wacker-

nagel). Thus, both the light and the tragic sides of love

and nature are represented in these songs.
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Porm in Poem and Music

Six out of seven poems set in the Nachod col-

lection have two or three stanzas, but only three of the

settings are strophic. The only song to use repeat signs

for a literal strophic form is "Mein Schatz ist wie ein

Schneek." For the most part, the music of this simple

setting is flexible enough to satisfy the pictorial demands

of both stanzas of the poem. For instance, in the example

below showing the third line of text for both stanzas, it

can be seen that in performance a decrescendo is required to

accommodate the image of a stealthy mouse in the first

stanza, whereas a crescendo is more appropriate for the in-

sistent plea of the second stanza. The music allows for

both interpretations in performance.

Example 3. Arnold Schoenberg. "Mein Schatz ist wie ein
Schneck,' measures 9-10.

10

_ __ ,-i

Un kU rhsch ie i- ne Ila u S
Schec, ohn a ec' e D Ho"r nr pr aus;

I- I
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Two of the seven songs employ a varied atrophic

form. The melody and accompaniment of the first stanza are

written out again for the second stguza*- but changes occur

in the melody, harmony, rhythm or some other musical aspect

in order to adjust to the course of the poem. The accom-

paniment for the second verse of "Nur das tut mir so bitter-

weh'" differs from that of the first only in the details of

its scoring. The following comparison of the first line of

each verse illustrates the degree of variation between

strophes.

Example 4.
wehk

Arnold schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-
measures 3-4 and 14-15.

bi 0t- r', e2lda
Nn~r da s *t MnIr '

c . . . .. ' --. 4.-

I I I r
14 15

Ich n'mchl nur ein- ma1 noch in sehn 7 1nd

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 41
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _t

I
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This change in scoring was apparently made just for the

sake of variety since the ideas in the second stanza do not

necessarily require a new musical treatment. Even with the

rescoring, the texture and tone of the second verse is iden-

tical to the first verse and the slight changes are almost

negligible. However, the changes in the rhythm of the me-

lody are required to achieve the necessary correspondence

between the word rhythms of the text and the musical rhythms

of the vocal line.

The song "Nachtblumen" is also set in a varied

strophic form, but only a few rhythms of the vocal line are

changed in the second verse while the piano accompaniment is

reproduced exactly. These changes are so few and so slight

that "Nachtblumen" easily could use repeat signs with

first and second endings instead of writing out both verses

separately.

Schoenberg uses the three-part song form in two

of his early songs. In these two songs, the first and third

stanzas of a poem are set to the same music while the second

stanza is given different musical material. When this A-B-A

pattern is used to set strophic poems, it seldom leads to a

unification of the poetic and musical forms. However, in

"Die Trauerweide," this combination is rather successful.

Because the first and third stanzas express the same basic

idea of grief, they are treated with the same music. The

second stanza draws a graveside scene and is given different
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music. The contrasting idea of the middle stanza enables

the strophic poem to combine sensibly with the A-B-A pattern

of the music. Unfortunately, the stanzaic poem "Dass

gestern eine Wespe" does not combine so sensibly with its

ternary musical design. The notion that wasps make the same

mistakes that humans make is developed from the first line

of the poem to the last, and the ternary form of the music

unquestionably interupts this flow of ideas.

Another cyclic aspect of musical form shown in

these songs is the use of a piano introduction which returns

as an interlude and as a coda. These excursions by the

piano serve to frame and delimit the main sections of both

strophic and ternary forms and may or may not share thematic

material with the main sections of the song. They may be

varied or repeated literally and are generally about four

measures long. An appreciable amount of variation occurs

between successive repetitions of the piano's material in

"Nur das tut mir so bitterweh'." The piano prelude returns

as an interlude separating the two verses of this varied

strophic song, then returns again to become a brief post-

lude. In Example 5, the three occurrenees of the piano's

material are compared. It can be seen that the scoring is

changed and then accidentals are added so that the material

becomes increasingly more complicated.
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Example 5. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-weh', measures 1-2, 12-13, and 23-24.
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Two songs from the Nachod collection do not follow

either strophic or ternary plans for their music. The poem

set in "Juble sch'ne tunge Rose" (author unknown) is only

one stanza of six lines. Although there is a great deal of

repetition in the poem, the music has almost no repetition

and procedes in a rather eclectic presentation of ideas.

However, subtle motivic relationships link the numerous

figures of this through-composed form and the ever-changing

ideas and textures of the music enhance the excited jubi-

lation of the poem. The poem set in "Das zerbrochene Kriig-

lein" (Greif) is strophic with two stanzas which are treated

in a form that could be described as a rather diluted varied

strophic plan. Actually, the variation is so pervasive and

extreme that the formal design is better understood as being

the product of motivic development. The motivic relation.-

ships in "Juble sch'6ne junge Rose" and "Das zerbrochene

KrUglein" will be discussed at length in the next chapter.

Schoenberg often repeats words or phrases of his

texts for musical purposes. In Nachtblumen," Schoenberg

stretches the last line of the first stanza from "In der

Nacht" to "In der Nacht, in der Nacht, in der Nacht alleine"
so that he would have enough syllables to complete a four

measure phrase ,of music. The last line of this stanza is
only half as long as the lines that precede it and for this

reason, its shortened length is important to the form and
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rhythm of the poem. Schoenberg's setting ignores this

poetic device.

Meter and Rh thin in Poem and Music

All the poems set in the seven songs from the
Nachod collection have either Iambic or trochaic feet and

the respective musical meters have simple beats. However,

each line of poetry almost always is set in a two or four

measure phrase with two or four beats per measure,

regardless of the number of feet in the line.

Schoenberg generally is very sensitive to the word
rhythms of his texts and to their departures from the im

plied meter of the poem. The poem UMein Schatz ist wie ein

Schneck" (Pfau) is in iambic tetrameter. An accent is
transferred from one syllable to the following one in the

last line of the first stanza

Der Rack- er, und giaht nicht vom Fleck.

Schoenberg sets this line to the following rhythm:

But regular accentuation returns in the last line of the

second stanza

Dhnn such' dir ein- en Schatz, du Schneck.



and is given this rhythm in the vocal line:

Since this setting is cast in a literal strophic form (with

repeat signs), Schoenberg notates the two rhythms by using

notes in reduced type and a slur mark for the rhythm of the

vocal line in the second verse.

Example 6. Arnold Schoenberg, IMein Schatz ist wie ein
Schneck t ' measures 20-21 of the vocal line.

Der T .C runa get niit to
daani suchidip ei-nen fatz d o S rhn'ckl

Because of the moderately slow tempo of this song, each

measure receives four pulses despite the 4 time signature.

All the accented syllables fall on metric pulses in the

above example. Two unstressed syllables ("%er" from
4Racker" and "du") also fall on metric divisions, but these

are the weakest metrical pulses of the measure. Schoenberg

never places unstressed syllables on strong beats in his

early songs. He shows a general concern for the careful

tailoring of musical rhythms to the word rhythms of his

texts.
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Text Representation

For his texts in the seven songs from the Nachod

collection, Schoenberg chose, for the most part, lyric poems

which he set in broad, cantabile melodies with almost no

declamation. But the words are merely a medium for melody

and, in this respect, the songs approach the spirit of abso-

lute music. Schoenberg's settings are a response to the

general mood of the poetry and he does not openly attempt to

portray the poem's specific images, although these images

may occasionally be suggested by the manner in which the

music supports the mood of the poem.

The piano accompaniments in Schubert's songs were

usually designed both to illustrate the images of their

texts and to bolster the emotional contents of their poems.

For instance, the spiraling arpeggios of "Gretchen am Spinn-

rade4 evoke both the image of a spinning wheel and the

growing intensity of Gretchen's poignant memories. Simi-

larly, the incessant triplets in Erlk'6nig" portray the

horse's galloping and the boy's fear. The pictorial aspects

of these settings represent one of Schubert's contributions

to the art song.22 But pictorial devices such as these are

22. The Schubert examples borrowed from Jack Stein, Poem andMusic--in the German Lied from Gluck to Hugo WolffCimZMbridge,*Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 71-72.
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rare in Schoenberg's songs. In the accompaniment to "Nur

das tut mir so bitterweh'," two-against-three polyrhythms

dominate the texture (see Example 4 and Example 5 above).
The rhythmic tension of the accompaniment obviously contri-

butes to the emotional tension of the lyric poem, but it is

a purely instrumental device and does not illustrate any

particular image.

Of course, whether or not a setting is actually

pictorial is usually a subjective decision, In a brief de-

scription of "Die Trauerweide," Rudolf and Ena Steiner

suggest that "the piano accompaniment with its vertically

dropping quavers seems to paint a picture of the weeping

willow." 2 3 This is best illustrated by the piano intro-

duction which returns twice as interludes and finally as a

postlude (see Example 7). The image suggested by this pas-

sage will naturally vary among different listeners. How-

ever, the music unquestionably adheres to the tone of sor-

rowful resignation that emanates from the poem regardless

of whether or not it actually conjures up any visions of

weeping willow trees.

23. Rudolf and Ena Steiner, "Arnold Schbnberg: An UnknownCorrespondence," Saturday Review XLVIII/13 (Mar. 27,1965), 49p 66.
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Example 7. Arnold Schoenberg, "Die Trauerweide," measures
1-..

Nicht zu langscm

Although Schoenberg is not prone to the use of pie.

trial devices, he does occasionally underscore important

keywords with music that heightens the emotional impact

of the words. The last line of the first stanza in "Die

Trauerweide" is repeated, adding a tbree measure extenaion

to the first formal section. Here, the words are repeated

for their emotional impact. The melody rea0s up for the

highest note of the song and the harmony displays a variety

of altered chords to help convey the intensity of the words

(see Example 8).

A remarkable similarity exists between Schoen-

berg's treatment of the words "in ihrem Leide" in "Die

Trauerweide" and Gustav Mahler's treatment of the words

"am mein Leide" in "Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht" from
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the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen2h (compare Examples 8

and 9). The harmonic progression in measures 13-15 of

Schoenberg's song is almost identical to that in measures

84-89 of Mahler's song. The vocal line on the word "Leide"

is also similar in both songs. Since the Lieder eines fah-

renden Gesellen were completed in 1884 and performed several

times in Vienna where Schoenberg lived, it is certainly

pos sible that he heard the songs or even knew them from

the score. But this is not enough evidence to suggest that

he conciously copied Mahler's song.

Schoenberg often repeats the last line of a stanza

in his song settings. This is usually done for musical

reasons, but the repetition of a line of poetry tends to

give extra importance to that line. Since the intent of a

poem is usually captured in its last line, then the impor-

tance given it by repetition does not distort the meaning of

the poem, although it may distort its form. As was noted

above, Schoenberg repeated the short line "In der Nacht,"

which was the last line of "Nachtblumen." Repeating this

line helps to set the scene of night which is important to

the imagery of the poem. The last line of the poem "Das

zerbrochene Kruglein" is also repeated. Its words, "Und ich

mbcht sterbeno express the ultimate implications of the

24. Gustav Mahler, "Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht, ieereines fahrenden Gesellen (New York: International
Music, 1961). The excerpt in Example 9 is reduced frompage 12 of the miniature score.
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Example 8. Arnold Schoenberg, "Die Trauerweidet' measures11 a.*1

i ih-.t' Lei- , in ih- rern

- ~ _ _ _ _ _ __-"pow_
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Example 9. Gustav Mahler, *"Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht."measures 84"89.
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events described in the poem and its repetition reinforces

the emotional impact of these words.
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Chapter III

!UiAMENTAL STRUCTURAL UNITS

This chapter will discuss the musical units and

methods used in constructing the seven songs that belong to

the Nachod collection. The music of these songs demonstrate

a variety of constructional methods. Schoenberg's method of

varying and combining motives will be discussed as a surface

phenomenon of the music. The interval of a third will be

investigated as a shape that permeates the foreground and

middleground levels in the songs. Schoenberg's use of

motives and his use of thirds are considered to be tradi-

tional techniques of construction (see the "Developing

Variation" section of Chapter I). Elements from the songs

that may be associated with his later works also will be

surveyed. The conspicuous appearance of the "primal cell,"

a trichord set common to works of all Schoenberg's periods,

will be examined both as a constructional and as a histor-

ical phenomenon. Finally, the manner in which the overall

shape of a song is reflected by its foreground and middle-

ground structural units will be explored as a means of com-

positional integration. Throughout the chapter, special

attention will be given to the comments of Schoenberg or his

students concerning matters of structure and construction.
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Motivic Use

At first glance, Schoenberg's song "Juble sch5ne
junge Rose" seems to be set in a through-composed form with
an almost random presentation of ideas and varying textures.
But the elements of its construction are connected by mo-
tivic relationships that exist on several levels.

Two methods of motivic variation are illustrated
by Examples 10 and 11. In Example 10, the entrance of the
vocal line (measures 3-4) is printed above the vocal line
from measures 13-14 for purposes of comparison. The rhythm
of the two figures is identical although their articulationis
are slightly different. The main difference is the change
in pitch and interval, both of which have been freely
altered. Regardless of their differences, the second is
still recognizable as being derived from the first because
the rhythm and general contour remain constant.

Example 10. Arnold Schoenberg, "Juble sch5ne june Rose'measures 3-4 and 13-14 of the vocal line.

4

4134
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In Example 11, the opening motive from the piano

introduction is printed above a fragment of the vocal line.

In this instance, the two figures are related by the pitch

classes they share. However, the rhythm has been so gen-

erously modified that the relationship is not apparent on

the surface, but may be perceived intuitively as a strue-

tural connection. In Tcamples 10 and 11, a relationship is

perceived to exist between two versions of a motive, because

some musical aspect has been held in common, although some

other aspect has been varied.

Example II. Arnold Schoenberg, "Juble sch~ne junge Rose,"
a melodic fragment from measures 1-2 of the piano and
a fragment from measures 14-16 of the vocal line.

14 15 16

To attain a broader view of Schoenberg's methods

of motivic variation, ten versions of a motive from "Juble
scho5ne junge Rose" are listed in Example 12. All these

music figures share the same basic contour, having a line
that moves down two steps and then turns up by a second,



third or f ourth.

Example 12. Arnold Schoenberg, "Juble chSne junge Rose,"
ten versions of a motive.

69

2b g 10

2 7

4 1i

-. ~12b

Many similarities and ,differences can be noted. Figures four

and five share the same rhythm as do figures one and six,

but the rhythmic values of figures one and six are twice the

length of those in figures four and five. The pitches of
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figures two and three are identical, but figure three is a
rhythmic augmentation of figure two. Although the rhythm

of figure eight has been freely altered, the characteristic

contour is still present. Extra notes have been added to
figure seven without distorting its shape. As seen in

Example 12 (as well as Examples 10 and 11), Schoenberg al
ters certain aspects of a motive while retaining others.

The figures illustrated in Example 12 appear in
the vocal line and as melody or bass line in the piano

accompaniment. Two or more of them often appear simulta-

neously or with figures drawn from other motives. Example

13 contains two successive phrases from "Juble schne junge
Rose;" the vocal line is represented by the down-stemmed

notes and the up-stemmed notes in reduced size represent the
melodic line of the piano accompaniment.

Example 13. Arnold Schoenberg, "Juble schbne junge Rose,"measures 5-8 of the vocal line.

5 61L f57TIJsS 14zrTIf -7
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The two phrases of the vocal line use the same material
since the second is a varied sequence of the first. The
first phrase of the piano melody uses figures drawn from
the motive illustrated in Example 12. The piano's second

phrase is similar to the same motive, but the resemblance

is so remote that it is questionable as to whether or not a
relationship truly exists. At any rate, Example 13 is
typical of Schoenberg's early works. Here, themes based on
different material are presented simultaneously. The coun-
terpoint formed by the two lines in Example 13 is also
typical. The lines complement each other rhythmically,

moving at different times (and in different directions),

but they rely heavily on accompanying voices to fill out

the harmony.

In "Juble schbne Junge RoseU" the rhythmic figur-

ation of the accompaniment's ceaseless arpeggios never

exactly reproduces the common meter stipulated by its time
signature. The accompaniment in the first part of the song
has triplet sixteenth notes in its arpeggios set against

eighth notes in its melody; it is better described as 24
than as . In the middle of the song, the stresses within
each beat are shifted to resemble the figuration of 12

8The accompaniment resumes the12 figuration until the end of
the song where it returns to the 1 figuration of the middle
of the song, but with triplet eighth notes and without
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sixteenth notes. These shifts in the rhythmic figurations

of the accompanimental arpeggios are diagrammed in the fol-

lowing example.

Example 14. Arnold Schoenberg, "Juble schiBne junge Rose,"
variants in the rhythmic figuration.

m: 1-8 9-11 12-15 16-18

4

4)

LWLL LL LJJ Lw ILww1 4

The stressed and weak subdivisions within each beat are

graphed below the figures. The first and third graphs are

identical as are the second and fourth. All four graphs are

similar in that they have six sixteenth notes per beat.

These figurations are applied to the accompaniment's arpeg-

gios which fill out the texture of the song. Structural

similarities in these figures show that the rhythm, and thus

the texture, of the accompaniment is varied in much the same

manner as the motives in Example 12.

The way in which motives are varied and presented

is much more systematic in "Das zerbrochene Kruglein" than

in "Juble schne junge Rose." The poem, 4Das zerbrochene

KrdUglein," is a lyric poem by Martin Greif. Its two stanzas
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alternate lines of four and two iambic feet. In the vocal

line, Schoenberg set all the lines of four feet with the

same motive. This motive will be referred to as "motive A."

Similarly, all the lines of the poem, with two feet are set

to a motive which will be referred to as "motive B."

The four phrases of the vocal line based on motive

A are reproduced in Example 15. The rhythm and contour of

the figures are barely changed, ensuring that the motive

will always be recognized.

Example 15. Arnold Schoenberg, "Das zerbrochene Kruiglein,"
the four versions of motive A.

voice L1,2

0 piano

- I42

31

17 1

4 j --
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Schoenberg once stated* From Bach I learned . . . Contra-

puntal thinking; i.e. the art of inventing musical figures

that can be used to accompany themselves.25 The notes in

reduced type in Example 15 are figures from the piano part;

they are derived from motive A and appear in almost every

measure of the song as accompaniment to motive A and motive

B. This accompanimental figure imitates the rhythm of

motive A, but has no definite shape. The rest of the

accompaniment consists of a simple bass line and syncopated

sixteenth notes that are designed to fit between the eighth

notes of motive A and its accompanying figure (see Example

16).

Example 16. Arnold Schoenberg, tDas zerbrochene Kriiglein,"
measures l2.

K r2

Ich ha b um Brun-ne"n ein r ig-,lein ge- bra cht,

25. Arnold Schoenberg, "National Music (2),"' Style and Idea
(New York: St. Martins, 1975), 173.



The figures in Example 17 are the occurrences of

motive B in the vocal line. A survey of these figures

reveals that the shape and direction is more freely changed

in motive B than in motive A. But the rhythm of motive B

remains unchanged until measures 21 and 22 where it is re-

placed by a condensed form of itself. The piano takes pos-

session of this new form of motive B to complete the song

with it. Motive B retains its identitytwith its charac-

teristic rhythm although its intervals and the direction of

its line are continually varied.

Like motive A, motive B is always accompanied by

the figure derived from motive A (see the small down-stemmed

notes in Example 17). A more significant feature of the

motivic usage here is the manner in which motive B is used

to accompany itself through imitation. Figures two and

three from Example 17 show presentations of motive B in the

piano part with up-stemmed notes of reduced size. Versions

of motive B in the piano overlap with versions of motive B

in the voice part to create a lively interchange of figures.

In his textbook, Preliminar Exercises in Counterpoint,

Schoenberg describes the numerous types of imitations avail-

able in counterpoint. One type of imitation he calls "Free,

changing intervals and sometimes the rhythms too. These are

of no use in strict counterpoint. 26 In true counterpoint,

26. Arnold Schoenberg, Preliminary 1xeroises in Counter-
point, ed. Leonard Stein (New York: St. Martin'
1970), 157.
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Example 17. Arnold Schoenberg, "Das zerbrochene Krglein,
the four versions of motive B.

voice
3 4

A ---

piano

7 8L9

154 16

A19 20 21

4 4

Ll24
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it is crucial that variants of a motive be recognizable.

This is endangered by free imitation. Of course, in a

basically homophonic texture, as in "Das zerbrochene Krug-

lein," free imitation can be a useful tool for variation.

The imitation between versions of motive B combined with the

simultaneous presentation of the accompanimental figure

drawn from motive A produces a psuedo-polyphonic texture in

these sections of the song. Like the passage from "Juble

sch-ne junge Rose" cited in Example 13, this veneer of

counterpoint applied over a homophonic accompaniment is

typical of Schoenberg's early works.

Motives A and B work well with each other and with

the text they set. The first and third lines of both

stanzas of the poem are factual statements that set the

scene for the emotional statements of the second and fourth

lines. Accordingly, the declamatory nature of motive A and

the capricious nature of motive B underscore the content of

the lines of poetry they set. Since motives A and B are so

different, they offer a satisfying contrast. This contrast

is heightened by the fact that the music alternates from one

motive to the other. In this way, they are used system-

atically, but without predictability. These two motives

permeate the entirety of "Das zerbrochene KrUgleint' to pro-

vide economy and craftsmanship, but with wide variety.



The Interval of a Third as a Structural Unit

In his article, "Brahms the Progressive,"27 Arnold

Schoenberg discusses matters of construction in the works of

a variety of eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth century

composers. Of special interest is the discussion of the

song "0 Tod, wie bitter bist du" from Johannes Brahms's ier

ernsteGes ne, Op. 121. Schoenberg's analysis of this song

centers around the use of the interval of a third as a

melodic and harmonic unit. However, the third also serves

as a structural unit, controlling motion in the foreground

and middleground levels. Measures 1 and 2 of Schoenberg's

structural analysis are reproduced in Example 18. These

measures attest to the fact that he viewed the middleground

of this song as being permeated by successions of thirds.28

The descending thirds from the opening of the song are in-

verted to become ascending sixths at the close of the song

and the key changes to the parallel major. Despite these

changes, Schoenberg offers the same basic structural analy-

sis for both sections because they obviously s're drawn from

the same material (see Mcample 19).29

27. Arnold Schoenberg, "Brahms the Progressive," fStle and
Idea (New York: St. Martin's, 1975), 398-I4l.

28. bid. 432. 29. Ibid., 434.



Example 18. Johannes Brahms, '0 Tod, wie bitter bist du,
measures 1-2, structural analysis by Schoenberg.

1st phrase
a

'4 LI a

o Tad,. o Tod,

1 2

f ..... ......

All~

I
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Ample 19. Johannes Brahms, "0 Tod, wie bitter bist du,"
measures 31-32 of vocal line and bass line from piano
accompaniment, structural analysis by Schoenberg.

F___ 32#01

0 Tod, o Tod,

Nachtblumen," an early song of Schoenberg, uses

thirds and sixths in a manner similar to that of "0 Tod, wie

bitter bist du." A reduction of the piano introduction to

"Nachtblumen* reveals a marked propensity of thirds in the

melody, inner voices and bass line (see Example 20 the

notes beamed together form successions of thirds). When the

voice enters after the introduction, it carries the melody

of ascending sixths and the piano part is rescored as an

accompaniment . This reworking-. of the. material -brings the

sixth to the surface instead of the third (see Bxample 21).

Thirds and sixths permeate the entire song similarly.
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Example 20. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nachtblumens' measures 1-2,

structural analysis revealing thirds.

Langsqm

Also in "Brahms the Progressive, 4 Schoenberg dis-

cusses Brahms's method of generating new thematic material

from previously presented material.
30 Such a process is

operative in "Nachtblumen." The vocal line of measure 7 is

derived from the structural notes (B, A, F-sharp, G-sharp)

of the vocal line in measures 5 and 6 (see Example 22).

30. See the "Developing Variation" section of Chapter I.
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bcample 21. Arnold Schoenberg, Nachtblumen.," measure 3,
structural analysis revealing sixths.

Wa~- rum bist du

I I

....I I.
I I
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Example 22. Arnold Schoenberg, Ofachtblumen,' measures 5-6

of the vocal line with the melody and bass line from

measure 7 of the accompaniment.

7

The new melodic line of measure 7 is doubled in parallel

thirds by the piano. The bass line is a transposed inver-

sion of the new melodic line and is displaced rhythmically,

following an eighth note behind the melody (see bass staff

in Example 22). Remarkably, these lines along with an inner

voice all combine to create sonorities in thirds. In

Example 23, the up-stemmed notes of the analysis represent

the melody with its parallel thirds; it also shows the

thirds built into the structure of the melody and its paral-

lel line a third lower. The down-stemmed notes represent

the bass line which, being an inversion of the melody, also

has thirds built into its structure. The notes of reduced

size show the movements of an inner voice in the piano

accompaniment .



Example 23. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nachtblumen," measures 7-8
with a structural analysis revealing triadic sonorities.

8
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Measures 7 and 8 provide a contrast to the rest of

"Nachtblumen.*" The scoring of the accompaniment is dif-

ferent in this section and the key shifts to that of the

parallel minor. Both melody and accompaniment sound dif-

ferent, having more steps and fewer leaps than other

sections. But still, measures 7 and 8 are based on thirds

as is the remainder of the song.

Thirds also play a prominent role in the structure

of the song "Mein Schatz ist wie ein Schneck."t The first

three phrases of the vocal line sire printed n aUgnment in

S



Example 24 to facilitate comparison. The rhythm and contour

of each phrase is very similar because of the sequential

treatment. Throughout the entire melody, it moves predom-

inantly in step-wise motion and the few skips it has are

usually thirds. It can be seen from Example 24 that the

scalar motion usually fills in the interval of a third. The

notes of reduced size on the example show the structural

notes of the melody. Characteristically, triadic structures

are formed by the outer notes of the thirds that are filled

in by the scalar motion of the melody.

Example 24. Arnold Schoenberg, "Mein Schatz ist ein
Schneck," measures 5-10 of the vocal line.

7 8

- ~10 4~



The Primal Cell

In his encyclopedic biography, Arnold Schoenberg:

His lifeWo rld and Work, Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt devotes

a chapter to what he calls "The Primal Cell."3 1 He is

referring specifically to a small complex of three notes

which recurs like a fixed idea in works of all Schoenberg's

periods. These three notes may appear in melodic or har-

monic configurations. The primal cell may be motivic when

given a specific rhythm, but it is usually defined exclu-

sively in terms of its interval content. This complex of

three notes always contains the following three intervals

(or their octave equivalents): the half-step, the perfect

fourth, and the tritone. Example 25 shows one variant of

the primal cell.

Example 25. The Primal Cell.

[100011]

31. Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, "The Primal Cell," Arnold
Schoenberg: His LVWrldand Work, trans. iuiey
Searle (New York: Schirmer Books, 1978) 525$534.
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This particular variant (in differing octave registers)

appears in Gurrelieder, Pelleas and Melisande, the First

Chamber Symphony, the Second String Quartet, the second

Orchestra Piece, Op. 16, the Piano Pieces, Op. 11, and the

Stephan George Songs, Op. 15.32 Other versions of the

primal cell may be derived through any or all the operations

of transposition, inversion and retrogression.

Schoenberg's themes, whether tonal, atonal or

twelve-tone, often contain versions of the primal cell.

The main theme of Schoenberg's First Quartet is reproduced

as the first figure in Example 26 and the twelve-tone series

from his Third String Quartet is reproduced as figure two.

Example 26. Arnold Schoenberg, String Quartet No. I, main
theme and the twelve-tone series from the String
Quartet No. 3.

-A

2j

Horizontal brackets in the example indicate occurrences of

the primal cell. The middle bracket of figure two delimits

a group of four notes which contains four versions of the

32. Ibd., 526-531.
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primal cell: C, F, F-sharp; F, F-sharp, B; C, F,,B; and C,

F-sharp, B. Forming tetrachords with overlapping versions

of the primal cell is typical of many of Schoenberg's

atonal works, especially the Stephan George Songs.33

"Nur das tut mir so bitterweh," an early song of

Schoenberg, contains several versions of the primal cell in

its vocal line. After an initial arpeggiation of the tonic

triad, the vocal line generates most of its pitches by

transposing and inverting the primal cell (see Example 27).

Only two E-flats are not included in some version of the

cell (both marked with asterisks on the example).

Example 27. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-
weh'," measures 3-8 of the vocal line.

_ 4 __A5

#*

6 78

The long bracket beneath measures 6 and 7 in the example

underscores a tetrachord which (like the tetrachord in

figure two of Example 26) contains four versions of the cell.

33. Ibid., 530-533.



The harmony of tNur das tut mir so bitterwehi"
also exhibits variants of the cell. The beginning of the

song is exclusively diatonic. The first altered chord

appears in measure 5 and contains two versions of the

cell (see the squares on Example 28). Many brief occur-

rences of the cell appear in the accompaniment such as the
variant A, B-flat, E-natural on the third beat of measure 5
in Example 28.

Example 28. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-weh', 4 measure 5 of the piano accompaniment.

The primal cell produces dissonance, especially

when used harmonically, because of its tritone and minor

second intervals. "Nur das tut mir so bitterweh'" is a

setting of a lyric poem and its emotional statement is en-

hanced by this dissonance along with the polyrhythms of the
accompaniment and the syncopations of the voice. This dis-

sonance and rhythmic tension is released in measure 9 where



the cell is conspicuously absent and the polyrhythms are

less apparent than in preceding measures (see Example 29).

This is the only measure in the song which does not contain
a tritone. However, the cell returns in the harmony of the
accompaniment in measure 10 with the notes Ea-natural, A,
Bo-flat on the second beat and the notes Em-natural, A, F on
the third beat. The bass line of measures 9-l contains

two versions of the cell (see the bottom staff in Example

29). This passage ends the first verse of the song. The

second verse, being a variation of the first, employs the

primal cell similarly.

Example 29. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-weh', measures 9-11.

(-6 9
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The Basic Shape in the Bae gound Level

While discussing the origins of the twelve-tone

technique, Josef Rufer points out that it shares a common

trait with Schoenberg's atonal music and even with his

tonal music. 4 This common trait is what Schoenberg called

the Grundestalt, which may be translated as the "basic

shape." The basic shape is the composer's original con-

ception of the musical idea for a composition. The work is

seen as a form in the composer's creative imagination and

its elements are molded so that the parts mirror the shape

of the whole. Rufer explains how the 2rond~gestalt is

applied in tonal music.

The basic shape contains in its disposition
both Lof] the fields of force, between which thework "plays"--the basic tonality and the basic
motivic content. Everything else arises fromthese, so that one can truly say: the original
conception (:the basic shape) contains the lawof the whole work and is the first precise formu-lation of it. As we shall see, this applies bothto tonal and to twelve-tone music. In tonal
music both [of] the fields of force are held to-gether by the co-ordination of the melodic andthe harmonic elements; for in tonal music themotif (or theme or melody) is derived from thekey. Here it does not matter whether one givespriority to the harmonic or to the melodic ele-ment; the only thing that matters is that thetwo elements correspond with each other, in both

34. Josef Rfluer, Composition with Twelve Notes, trans.Humphrey Searle (Westport Connecticut: Greew.ood
Press, 1979), 55-78.
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the vertical and horizontal dimensions and in
their complementary interplay.35

Rufer polarizes two aspects of musical composition: the

tonality and the motive. To achieve true integration in a

work, its harmonic scheme and its thematic material must

be of a common conception, though perhaps worked out in

different ways.

The Grundgestalt principle is an important uni-

fying factor in Schoenberg's early song, "Das zerbrochene

KrUglein. As was noted above, the song has a highly inte-

grated motivic construction. Its primary motive always

begins with a descending perfect fifth (see Example

15 above); this strong tonal interval helps establish the

many keys that the song passes through. The perfect fif th

also appears regularly in the harmony of the accompaniment

and the fifths of tonicized chords are usually approached

from a half-step above as a means of emphasis. Example 30

is a reduction of "Das zerbrochene Kr'iglein"s howing the har-

monic scheme (notes connected by the large beams) and the

more important voice leading (notes off reduced size) The

vertical brackets in the example indicate where the fifths

of tonicized chords are approached from a half-step above.

The down-stemmed notes connected by a large beam below the

staff illustrate the highly chromatic key scheme that exists

35.o I~b.d.,57.



on the surface of the music. The up-stemmed notes connected

by a large beam above the staff expose an alternate, triadic

design. The significant feature of these two coexisting

harmonic schemes is that they both outline the interval of

the perfect fifth. The first fills it with an ascending

chromatic line while the second fills it with arpeggiation.

This, of course, is the same interval outlined by the

primary motive of the song.

Example 30. Arnold Schoenberg, "Das zerbrochene Krugleinl t
structural reduction.

m 1 3 4 5 9 13 1415,16 19 20

a: I llv ()i II v V

The Grundgestalt principle is also applied in
"IVein Schatz ist wie emn Schnook," but within a more limited

scope. The first three phrases of this song rely heavily on
the interval of a third for their triadic structures ( see
Example 2/4 above). An analysis illustrating the harmonies
and voice leading of this passage appears in Example 31.
The white noteheads beamed together in the bass line
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represent the roots of tonicized chords; together, they form

a triadic structure like that of the melodic phrases in the

passage.

Example 31. Arnold Schoenberg, "Mein Schatz ist wie ein
Schneck," harmonic analysis of measures 5-10.

m: 5 7 8 9 10

osA:oviNo+1g?6V7f* iv7 Hi%4f V i
D: I vi7 4

Without doubt, the most forward-looking method of

construct tion among Schoenberg's early songs is the use of

the primal cell in "Nur das tut mir so bitterweht ." A back-

ground analysis of this song reveals a typical exchange of

tonic and dominant harmonies (see the white noteheads

beamed together below the staff in Example 32). The song

passes almost unnoticed into the key of the subdominant, but

the arrival at the key of the lowered supertonic is high-

lighted by changes in texture, tempo, mode and motivic con-

tent (see Example 29 above). The tonic note of the empha-

sized Neapolit*n key, together with the roots of the impor-

tant tonic and dominant harmonies, combine to form the
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primal cell. This is represented by the up-stemmed notes

beamed together in Example 32. The basic shape in "?Nur das

tut mir so bitterweh'" is defined by the interval content of

the primal cell. It is represented in the horizontal di-

mension as an extra-rhythmic melodic unit and is represented

in the vertical dimension by the harmonic levels.

bcample 32. Arnold Schoenberg, "Nur das tut mir so bitter-
weh' ," background harmonic levels.

m:1 6 7 9 11 24

g: i iv V
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Chapter IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Schoenbers and the Romantic Lied

As a budding young composer in Vienna during the
1890's, Arnold Schoenberg demonstrated a true predilection

for the art song. It is no wonder that, in this location

and time, he chose as his models the Lied composers of the

German Romantic tradition.

Schoenberg often acknowledged his debt to Brahms,

a debt that is rather obvious in his early songs. In the

Nachod collection, the song that is the most Brahmsian in

tone is "Nur das tut mir so bitterweh'." Its piano accom-

paniment is permeated by two-against-three polyrhythms, low,

thick chord voicings, and numerous octave doublings; these

are musical devices often used by Brahms. The vocal line

shows traces of Brahms's style with its syncopations and in

the manner in which it is generated from a single motive, a

process Schoenberg called "developing variation." It is

also similar to Brahms's songs in that the melody is con-

ceived in the spirit of absolute music with warm broad

lines. The setting itself shows a Brahmsian touch: the

music is only a general response to the mood of the poem

without any open attempts to portray the images of the text.
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"Nachtblumen" also demonstrates many of Brahms's

traits, such as the dark tone of its accompaniment produced

by the use of octave doublings and close voicings in a low

register. The pervasive use of thirds and sixths in the

foreground and middleground levels of this song: is further

proof of Schoenberg's indebtedness to Brahms. The simi- -

larity between the construction of "Nachtblumen" and that of

Brahms's 10 Tod, wie bitter bist du" has been noted above

(see "The Interval of the Third as a Structural Unit" in

Chapter III). The ascending sixths which open the melody in

"Nachtblumen" are characteristic of the broad melodies of

Brahms, The music unquestionably dominates the text in

Schoenberg's songs as it does in the songs of Brahms (see

"The Relationship to the Text" in Chapter I).

Influences of other Lied composers also appear in

Schoenberg's early unpublished songs. His use of two- and

three-part song forms with their traditional tonal impli-

cations is typical of nineteenth century Lieder in general.

Schoenberg often repeats words or phrases of his texts. The

repetition of the line "In der Nacht" from the song "Nacht-

blumen" is reminiscent of the repetition of the same words

in Brahms's "Wie rafft' ich mich auf" and the repetition of

the line "In der wandelt Nacht" in Schubert's "An den Mond."

The motivic construction of "Das zerbrochene KrUg-

lein" suggests that Schoenberg was familiar with similar

methods common to the angs of Hugo Walt. -This setting is
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also similar to Wolf in that the emotion of the song flows

from the lyric poem rather than from the music as it does in

Brahms. The motives in this song are purposely created to

match the lines of poetry they set; this careful integration

of poem and music is far more akin to the songs of Wolf than

to the works of other Romantic Led composers.

Mahler's influence appears in a rather curious

way. As was previously noted (see the end of Chapter II),

Schoenberg's early song, "Die Trauerweide,t" quotes a passage

from Mahler's "Wenn mein Schatz Hochzeit macht" (No. I from

the Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen). The harmonic pro-

gressions of both songs are strikingly similar, as are their

melodic lines. However, the methods of scoring differ so

much that a completely different style is presented in each

song. At any rate, Schoenberg probably did not copy

Mahler's song intentionally, but instead, was influenced by

it subconciously.

The New Lied Style of Opus 1

Schoenberg's early unpublished songs contain very

little that is original. But Schoenberg's Songs, Op. 1

(1898) show a rather sudden departure from the idiom of the

Romantic Lied and present a combination of details that pro-

duce a new style for Schoenberg.

The songs of Op. 1 are longer than his previous

songs. At seven and ten pages respectively, they are



Schoenberg's longest songs for voice and piano. The accom-

paniments are unwieldy in their density and complexity,

almost to the point of being grotesque (see Example 33).36

This is caused mainly by their orchestral nature. In his

study of Schoenberg's tonal works, Philip Friedheim attri-

butes the orchestral style of Op. 1 to the style of the vocal

scores of Wagner's dramatic works which Schoenberg was

studying at the time.37 Actually, the style comes closer to

that of the piano reductions of Richard Strauss's orchestral

songs. At any rate, the accompaniments are characterized by

chords that are too widely spaced for a pianist's hands and

by tremolos that are unidiomatic to the keyboard. A very

thitk texture is maintained by a chordal accompaniment

which usually lingers in the lower portion of the keyboard.

The texture is complicated by the chromatic lines that con-

nect these chords and by awkward arpeggios that are very low

in register. Because of this dense and complicated accom-

paniment, the vocal line is often overpowered by the piano

(see Example 33).

36. Arnold Schoenberg, "Abscheid t" Op. I, No. 2, S&mtliehe
Werke, Vol, I, ed. Josef Rufer, et al (Venn TF
Universal Edition, 1966), 18.

37. Philip Friedheim, "Tonality and Structure in the Early
Works of Schoenberg" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
New York University, l163), 79.
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Example 33. Arnold Schoenberg, "Abscheid," Op. 1, No. 2,
measures 82-83.
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The Songs, Op. 3 (1903) are more successful in

their application of Schoenberg's new Lied style; they

return to the normal length for a song and generally are

of smaller proportions than the songs of Op. l. More

lyricism is demonstrated in their vocal lines and restraint

is exercised in their accompaniments. In this way, balance

is restored between the voice and piano.

Schoenberg's Compositional Innovations

Glimpses of the mature Schoenberg can be seen in

his early unpublished songs. In a number of his theoretical

writings, Schoenberg mentions a compositional process which

he calls "developing variation." He attributes the in-

vention of this process to Brahms, but it has deeper impli-

cations when applied in Schoenberg's music. As Schoenberg

explained it, developing variation involves the generation

of musical fabric from a single motive. However, the motive

described by Schoenberg is without rhythm, and may be de-

scribed better as being a shape or an interval or a succes-

sion of intervals. (See the "Developing Variation" section

of Chapter I and the WMotivic Use4 section of Chapter 1I.)

In developing variation, this extra-rhythmic motive provides

the shape of foreground and middleground figures.

A similar compositional principle of Schoenberg

(which he apparently never associated with developing var-

iation) is what he called the Grundgestalt or, as it may be
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translated, "basic shape." Both of these principles concern

a compositional unit that may be described as a shape. In

developing variation, the shape appears in the foreground

and middleground levels. However, in the Grundtalt, the

principle of shape permeates all levels of the music such

that the whole is mirrored in its parts. He associated

developing variation exclusively with tonal music, but he

spoke of the Grundgestalt in connection with all types of

music. In references to twelve-tone music, he often spoke

of the Grundreihe, or "basic series," indicating that the

basic shape of a twelve-tone work is contained in its prime

series. For the most part, the Qrundgestalt is an extension

of developing variation, being applied to more levels of

structure.

In the song "Nur das tut mir so bitterweh',"

developing variation and the Grundgestalt appear in com-

bination with the "primal cell.4  This three-note set is used

as an extra-rhythmic motive, defined by its interval con-

tent, to generate most of the pitches of the vocal line.

However, it also appears in the background harmonic levels

of the song. Thus, developing variation on the surface of

the music combines with the Grundgestalt in the background

to provide unity, economy and variety.

The most significant aspect of the primal cell is

that it is common to all Schoenberg's periods of evolution,

like a fingerprint that marks his works. It is used so
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systematically and pervasively in "Nur das tut mir so bit-

terweh'," that its appearance cannot be dismissed as mere

coincidence. The fact that this cell is defined by its in-

terval content suggests that Schoenberg was already "set

concious" by 1895, even while his intent was still to com-

pose in a tonal context.38 The tritone and minor second

dissonances of the primal cell enhance the embittered qua-

lity of the lyric poetry set in "Nur das tut mir so bitter-

weht," and this may have been the extent of Schoenberg's

understanding of the cell at that time. However, these same

dissonances have become cliches in the realm of atonal and

twelve-tone music.

Schoenbelrthe Romantic

Schoenberg's career as a composer carried him

through a great evolution. From his humble origins as a

Lied composer in the 1890's, he soon rose to the heights of

the Gurrelieder, a climactic landmark that stands as the

last great work of Romanticism. The transition into a new

era was heralded by his Stephan George Songs and Pierrot

Lunaire. Works in the new twelve-tone technique appeared in

the 1920's, leaving the course of musical history changed

forever. But it seems almost contradictory that Schoenberg

38. For a discussion Schoenberg's develpment of atonal
structures, see Allen Forte, 4Schoenberg s Creative
Evolution: The Path to Atonality," Musical Quarterly
LXIV/2 (Apr. 1978), 133-176.
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first applied the innovative twelve-tone technique in a

waltz, a form steeped in Viennese tradition. Most of his

twelve-tone works use traditional forms and traditional

instruments. They also have the same intense expression

that his tonal works have. The innovative aspect of the

twelve-tone technique seems to be limited to the harmonic

and melodic resources. This is supported by the fact that

Schoenberg did not attempt to serialize any parameters of

music besides pitch. In this way, the twelve-tone technique

was deprived of a natural and original development.

Although Schoenberg's techniques changed, his

style never really did. All his works have the same intense

expression that he inherited from the Romantic tradition.

In fact, it can be argued that he never stopped being a

Romantic composer and in this way his early associations

hindered the natural development of his innovations.
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APPENDIX A

THE HISTORY OF THE
ARNOLD SCHOENBERG-HANS NACHOD COLLECTION

The discovery of a set of documents that would

yield new, illuminating information concerning the early

life and career of Arnold Schoenberg was made by Rudolf and

Ena Steiner, Austrian bibliophiles living in London. They

recount their experience of May 1964:

It was on a fine day last summer that we
visited the eighty-one-year-old Hans Nachod,
Arnold Schbnberg's first cousin. He showed us
childhood photos of the composer, and also a
very special treasure hanging on the wall: a
notebook, framed and under glass, containing
Schonberg's first steps in music.39

The items within that notebook became known as the Arnold

Schoenberg-Hans Nachod collection and the Steiners began a

series of reports on its contents.40

Schoenberg and Nachod were linked by a number of

bonds, the most obvious being family. Joseph and Caroline

Nachod moved from Prague to Vienna sometime after 1848,

39. Rudolf and Ena Steiner, "Arnold SchUnberg: An UnknownCorrespondence," Saturday Review XLVIII/3 (Mar. 27,1965), 47.

40. For a bibliography of the Steiner's articles, see EnaSteiner, "Mddling Revisited," Journal of the ArnoldSchoenberg Institute 1/2 (Feb. 1977), s8.
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bringing their six children with them. The male members of

the Nachod family traditionally had been cantors in the

Altneuschul, Prague's main synagogue; musical talent

seemed to be inherited by each generation. In 1870, one of

their daughters, Pauline, married Samuel Schoenberg, an ap-

prenticed worker from Szeceseny, Slovakia who had come to

Vienna in search of his fortune. Their son Arnold Schoen-

berg was born in 1874 and later became very close to

Pauline's brother, Friedrich Nachod, who went by the name

Fritz. "Uncle Fritz" read poetry to young Arnold, taught

him French, and shared his liberal, almost anarchistic views

with him. Fritz was Hans Nachod's father.

Arnold Schoenberg and Hans Nachod lived most of

their early lives in the Leopoldstadt, Vienna's second

district, which was known for its many Jewish inhabitants

and for its many parks and public grounds. Both young men

absorbed the piety of their strong Jewish community as well

as the free-thinking notions of Fritz Nachod. More radical

ideas came to them in the parks where the young, struggling

artists and intellectuals of Vienna gathered to discuss

philosophy, music, politics, literature and religion. The

cafes of the Prater, a large park in Vienna's second dis-

trict, were often the scenes for debates on the issues of

the 1890's. In an article in The Listener (1952), Hans
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Nachod described their gatherings:

They were rebels, attractive rebels, especially
attractive to the younger generation, to which I
belonged in those days, because they were uncon-
ventional in the conventional surroundings of old
traditional Vienna. They used to meet in the old
cafrf Griensteidl or in the Winterbierhaus. Every
night they discussed their problems until dawn andthen went home drunk. One of the gayest and 11 ve-
liest of the band was my cousin Arnold

Many lasting friendships were founded in the coffeehouses of

the Prater that would influence the lives, careers, and

works of these young men.

Hans Nachod was nine years younger than Arnold

Schoenberg and was swayed easily by his example; it -was under

Schoenberg's influence that Nachod decided to become a musi-

clan. He made a career for himself as an operatic tenor in

Austria and Germany. He began in the Vienna Volksoper, but

was later in demand in the opera houses of Dresden, Kiel,

Karlsruhe, Berlin and other cities. After Hitler's rise to

power, he fled Austria and eventually settled in England

where he made a edmtortable living teaching voice.

The materials of the Nachod collection, which

passed from Nachod to the Steiners, can be classified in

three groups: correspondence, printed vocal scores, and

music manuscripts. The correspondence includes letters and

41. Quoted by Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, Arnold Schoenbera:4sLfeWordan ork trans. Humphrey Searle NewYork: SchirmEer Books, -1978), 31.
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postcards sent to Nachod from Schoenberg and carbon copies

of letters sent from Nachod to Schoenberg. The vocal scores

include a printed copy of the Six Songs with Orchestra,

Op. 8 (with the piano reduction by Anton von Webern) and

page proofs that comprise the Waldemar role from the Gur-

relieder; Nachod rehearsed these works with Schoenberg and

performed them both as premieres. The Nachod collection

contains many music manuscripts, some which are complete

pieces while others are mere fragments. Apparently, they

fell into Nachod's possession rather unintentionally. Ena

Steiner explains:

It so happened that Nachod suprised his cousin
Arnold one day when he was about to sort out his
papers, quite intending to destroy some of them.
Nachod, sensing the very special quality of his
cousin's talent, implored him not to throw any
thing away, and so they survived and are now in my
possession.42

The pieces in this collection represent Schoenberg's

earliest attempts at composition.

The first two articles on the new Nachod col-

lection4 3 attracted the attention of Dika Newlin, a former

42. Ena Steiner, "Schoenberg's Quest:* Newly Discovered
Works from his Early Years," Musical uarterly LX/3
(July 1974), 414.

43. Ena Steiner, "'Romance, opus 1, par Arnaude Schinberg':
eine Mitteilung Uber bisher unbekannte Jugendwerke des

grossen Komponisten," Die Welt 213 (Sep. 12, 1964).
and Rudolf Steiner, "'Einer hat es sein mUssen--so habe
ich mich hergegeben t SchBnbergs Briefwechsel mit
seinem Vetter Nachod," Die Welt 213 (Sept. 12, 1964).
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student and biographer of Schoenberg.hh While visiting Lon-

don in July 1965, she called on the Steiners and was allowed

to view the collection; it left her in awe. The following

September, she assumed the position of professor at North

Texas State University in Denton, Texas where she quickly

employed the aid of several administrators in her efforts to

secure the collection for this university. But the col-

lection had been auctioned in Basel in June, 1966, following

the death of Hans Nachod. earlier that year.45 Oliver Neigh-

bor of the British Museum's music department located the

collection, which had passed into the hands of Hans Schneider,

a rare book and document dealer in Tutzing 'uber MUnchen. A

mutual arrangement was worked out with Schneider, and the

Arnold Schoenberg-Hans Nachod collection arrived at North

Texas State University on December 16, 1966.46

However, the entire Nachod collection had not otome

to Texas.4 7 Ena Steiner had retained Nachod's copy of the

Six Songs with Orchestra, two songs with piano accompaniment,

44. Dika Newlin, Bruckner, MahP tShoenber, rev. ed.,(New York: W .Norton, 19-7) . '-

45. According to Willi Reich, c eber:LCritiealBio-
graphy, trans. Leo Black (Londont, Longman, 1971,3

46. Dika Newlin, "The Schoenberg-Nachod Collection: A Pre-liminary Report," Mus ical uarterly LIV/1 (1968), 31-32.

47. Pointed out by Oliver Neighbor, review of The-ArnoldSchoenber-Hans Nachod Collection by John A. Kimmey, jr.(Detroit: Information Coordinators, 1979), MusicalTimes CXXI/4 (Apr. 1980), 244.
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a movement for violin and piano, and a piece for mixed

chorus.48 It has become customary among Schoenberg scholars

to refer to Ena Steiner's possessions as the "Nachod-London"

collection and to refer to North Texas State University's

possessions as the "Nachod-Texas colleetion;49 the two

combined are referred to as the "Nachod" collection.

A few of Schoenberg's compositions from the
Nachod-Texas collection have been performed since their dis-

covery. Dika Newlin describes one such event:

On April 8, 1968, I gave a brief report on thedocuments for the Spring Meeting of the TexasChapter, American Musicological Society; this wasaccompanied by a performance of the song Jfl
LnFl~usternin der Nacht (Grant Williams, tenor,and the North Texas String Quartet) and my ownperformance of the brief piano piece, Lied ohne
Worte.>0

A more recent performance occurred on February 7, 1980 when
Laurel Miller of the North Texas music faculty sang five
songs from the Nachod-Texas collection in recital with this
author as accompanist. Since then, all seven of the com-
pleted songs for solo voice and piano have been recorded on
tape and can be heard in the North Texas listening lab.
These seven songs were the subjects of a paper by this author

48. These works are described by 2na Steiner, 'Schoenberg'sQuest," Musical Quarterly LX/3 (1974), 414-418.

49. The Nachod-Texas collection is described by Dika Newlin,"The Schoenberg-Nachod Collection," Muscal rterlIV/I (1968)33-46

9). Ibid., 32.
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read at the annual meeting of the American Musicological

Society in Denver, Colorado on November 7, 1980.

Shortly after the Nachod-Texas collection arrived

at North Texas, a temporary catalog was created by Vernon

Martin, who was head of the music library at the time.51 A

microfilm copy of the collection has been filed for viewing

in the special collections department of the Willis Library

at North Texas. The fragile documents now rest safely in

the North Texas administration building vault, with only

occasional investigations by visiting scholars.52

The Nachod-Texas collection lay virtually undis-

turbed for ten years until a catalog was published in 1979

by John Kimmey,53 a doctoral student in philosophy and a

music librarian at North Texas. An accurate description of

the catalog has been offered by Oliver Neighbor:

It is a considerably reduced facsimile of a very
interesting collection of documents with brief
descriptions of the physical characteristics of
the originals, transcriptions of all verbal

51. Vernon Martin, "Temporary Catalog of the Schoenberg-
Nachod Collection" (unpublished mimeograph, Denton,
Texas, 1968).

52. Address inquiries to: Morris Martin, Head Music Li-
brarian, Willis Library, North Texas State University,
Denton, Texas 76203.

53. John A. Kimmey, Jr., The Arnold Schoenberg-Hans Nachod
Collection, foreword by Dika Newlin (Detroit: Infor-
mation Coordinators, 1979).
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matter--though not of tWe music--and absolutely no
annotation of any kind.54

The catalog is in three parts:* correspondence, excerpted

pages from the Gurrelieder vocal score, and music manuscripts

in Schoenberg's hand. Each item from each part is given a

brief physical description, and transliterations are pro-

vided for all verbal material. Following the catalog, the

entire Nachod-Texas collection is reproduced in facsimile,

forming the second halt of the volume.

Josef Rufer's catalog of Schoenberg's works55 was

written before the discovery of the Nachod collection, and

Jan Maegaard's catalog,56 though published in 1972, makes no

mention of the Nachod collection. However, a chronology

that is pertinent to the Nachod collection has been pre-

sented by Leonard Stein,57 a former student of Schoenberg

54. Neighbor, . 244. For a more favorable review,see Clara Steuermann, review of John Kimmey, .
Journal of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute II
(Oct. 1979), 167-1_

55. Josef fufer, The Works of rnold Schoenber : Catalo us
of hs Cmpoitiosg ritngs nd airing, rans. Dika

56. Jan Maegaard, Studien zur Entwicklung des dodekaphonenatzbe Arnold Sjhnbers, 3 vols. (Copenhagen:
Wilhelm Hansen Musik-Forlag, 1972).

57. Leonard Stein, "Toward a Chronology of Schoenberg's
Early Unpublished Songs," Journal of the Arnold Schoen-
b Institute II/1 (Oct. 1977), 72-80.
Also note the corrections to this chronology in"Correspondence o1 Journal of theArnold SchoenbergInstitute IIl/I (Mar. 1979), -116119.
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and current head of the Arnold Schoenberg Institute. His

main concerns have been to establish a date of composition

and to identify the author and text for each of the thirty-

three unpublished songs composed between 1893 and 1900. A

great deal of interest in Schoenberg's early songs has risen

in recent years because of his obvious predilection for

that medium. These songs are also musically quite good and

demonstrate Schoenberg's developments as a composer.

It was a fortunate twist of fate that brought Hans

Nachod to Arnold Schoenberg's house just as Schoenberg was

about to destroy a part of history. It was fortunate that

Nachod was able to preserve his collection of documents as

he fled from the Nazi regime during the late 1930's. His

fondest memories were of his youth in Vienna where he often

met with Schoenberg and others in the coffeehouses of the

Prater and where he had performed Schoenberg's music after

being coached by the composer. These were the special

moments that bound the two men together. As an old man,

Hans Nachod summarized those times in a rather personal let-

ter to Arnold Schoenberg, dated August 15, 1944 (presented

here in its original English):

What aliveltsic] Didn't it pass like a wild dream?
Wasn't it quick? Fight and fight again. Greatest
happiness and deepest grief. We couldn't say it
was boring. It changed like 3 thrilling movie piece
and there was always suprise.>8

58. Kimmey, op. cit., 61.
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APPENDIX B

SCORES FOR THE SEVEN EARLY SONGS
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